
THE COLLECTOR’S 
GUIDE 



We know from our experience with our collectors, and our own 
coups de coeur, that it can sometimes be overwhelming to look 
for a new artwork. This short guide will help you navigate the art 

world to find the perfect piece! 

1.
2. 1. Know what you 

like and trust in 
yourself.  

You like different things and that is absolutely normal, so let yourself fall for 
things you would not have thought about. For instance you might not be fond of 
super heroes but when entering the gallery you found that Thierry Beaudenon’s 
painting were stunning. Odd? Not at all, you just had never seen Captain 
America from this angle before …  
Give way to art that surprise you! This piece might indeed not look like any of 
the others you have and that’s good; you have various tastes and like various 
things, your interior is a reflection of this! 

3. 2. Measure your   
4. available space. 

Yes it is important, if not essential, to take the measurements of the place you 
are looking to find an artwork for. A painting by Jimmy Law of 140x140cm 
(usual size for the painter) will definitely not look good on a wall which can 
barely fit it in.  

If you truly love one piece then consider another space in your home. 
Sometimes it is only a matter of reorganising the art around your house to find 
the perfect fit for each of your work - including a brand new one ;)  



5.
6.
7.
8.
9. 3. Your house is not 

the gallery. 

As we just said, size matters when choosing your new piece of art. But never 
forget that the gallery space tends to make works look smaller than they really 
are - galleries are thought for the pure purpose of exhibiting art, not living in 
them. In galleries we exhibit massive artworks along with smaller ones. 
Therefore consider that in your house a sculpture or painting that you thought of 
as “small” in the gallery will look very different. It’s only once they are in your 
home, in their environment, that the works is given its full scope. 

10. 44. Set a budget  
11. In your mind.   

Buying art does not require big pockets; there are as many prices as there are 
artists. Sculptures by Japanese artist Kazuhiko Tanaka, as well as Laure 
Simoneau’s doves and Romero Britto sculptures are very affordable and often 
under 100€. Budget is a key element in your quest for a new artwork so feel free 

to enter a gallery, especially ours ☺  with a budget in mind and ask for advices.   
There are various solutions to help you through this and you should definitely 
discuss this with the art dealer. No collector has ever regretted to go for a crush 
of his, however some are still desperate about one work they missed - and never 
again can they buy a work from said artist. I am not encouraging you to go for 
an artwork double the budget you set, but rather to keep an open mind. 



12. 5. You are essential 
to artists. 

You promote artists and their art just as much as we, art dealers, do. Thanks to 
you artists and artworks are introduced to new audiences they may sometimes 
not have been able to reach otherwise. We are our artists’ best ambassadors and 
you are ours. What’s more rewarding than supporting contemporary creation 
while adding great art to your collection? 

13. 6. Keep track of 
your pruchase(s).  

When buying an artwork you receive an invoice and certificate of authenticity. 
Keep them safe! If it happened that you loose any of such papers for works 
bought here, rest assured I always keep tracks of these documents in case you 
ever loose them.  



IN A NUTSHELL 
Trust yourself, follow your guts, and buy works you like and will enjoy everyday.  

If you would like we can make an appointment, by phone or in person at the 
gallery, to look for the gem which will join your home soon. 

I am also available for any comments you may have !  

I look very much forward to speaking with you soon.  

Roxane 


